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L.O. 1.0 Understand the structure and aims of business organization

L.O.1.1 explaining the importance of operational management

According to “Adam and Ebert”, Operation management as follows;

“The management of the conversion process

which converts land, labor, capital and management

into desired outputs of goods and services”.

Or, Operations management can simple be defined as the design, operation and improvement of

the systems which creates and deliver the firm’s primary product and services.(Anupindi, Ravi,

2006)

This operation management has a greater significance over the organization because of

following reasons.(Sunil Chopra, Sudhakar D, 2006)

 Improving the productivity- The term “Productivity” can be defines as the ratio of

output into inputs within a certain period of time. This can be illustrated as follows;=
Higher the value of the above formula means the higher productivity. A number of factors will
help it improving productivity. (John Oakland, 1988)
These factors can be explained in the context of “Kingsmill” company producing bread and

bakery products.

 Capital- “Kingsmill” can use a modern techniques and machinery such as

Electronic Ovens for improving the level of productivity.

 Methods- “Kingsmill” can use new modern methods used in the bakery industry

for improving the quality of bakery items.

 Quality- “Kingsmill” can get the assistance of modern quality assurance software

for checking the quality of their bakery items.
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 Technology- It can replace the traditional technology with those in the modern

world to improve the level of productivity.

 Management- By having a proper planning, organizing system, leadership and

good controlling mechanism “Kingsmill” can improve its level of productivity.

Supports in meeting competitive priorities- By having a good operation management in the

organization it will result in improving the productivity and then it will automatically meet the

expectations of the customers and eventually creates a competitive advantage for the

organization within the market place. (Anupindi, Ravi, 2006)

1.1. Necessity to produce safely, on time, less costly and within the laws

As “Kingsmill” is involving in producing breads and bakery items, there is a higher necessity to

consider the following factors; (Davis, Mark M., Nicholas, 1999)

 Safety- Since baker items are something highly attached with the health of the people, it

should consider the safety aspect of the goods they produce. In this context “Kingsmill”

can apply following practices;

 Creating a set of organization specific rules or Code of conduct to be followed by

the employees of “Kingsmill” when they are producing goods and when they are

serving to their customers.

 Building a healthy and appropriate hygienically controlled environment for

producing and storing the bakery items.

 Timeliness- When producing the bakery items, storing those products and delivering

those products to the customers, it should be done on time. If it fails to do the within the

appropriate period of time, then it will badly affect the quality of those goods.(John F.

,1987)

 Less cost- From the point of view of the organization, it should do all the business

activities cost effectively as much as possible. Otherwise if it is fulfilling the customer

requirements, it will not ensure the long term existence of “Kingsmill”.
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 Compliance with the laws- As “Kingsmill” is producing bakery items which is dealt

with the consumer health and safety, there are number of rules and regulations such as

General Food Law, The Food standard Act of 1999 that affect to “Kingsmill”.

“Kingsmill” have to be in accordance with these rules when it is producing, distributing,

packaging and labeling its products.(John F. ,1987)

L.O.1.2 Link between the operations management and strategic planning

Operational management should be distinguished from strategic planning. (Richard B. Chase,

1999)

This distinction can be explained in the context of “Kingsmill” as follows;

 Strategic planning involve with planning the organizational activities for achieving the

vision and mission of “Kingsmill” which is considered as an open system. This strategic

planning is something complex and ambiguous in nature. But operation management is

the reutilized set of activities that are put into action to active those objectives set out by

“Kingsmill” under the strategic planning.

 Strategic planning involves all the issues related with all the interrelated components in

“Kingsmill” as an open system. But under the operation management it consider only

about the organizational matters in “Kingsmill” which are under a closed system.

 Strategic planning mainly deals with the long term implications in “Kingsmill” while

operation management highly focused on day to day short term operational matters in

“Kingsmill”.

L.O.1.3 System Diagram for “Kingsmill”

For any kind of business, system diagrams are very important to analyze the complex systems

within the organization. These diagrams mainly show the impact of one factor as a result of a

change in another factor. These system diagrams help in analyzing in followings; (Kingsmill

publications, 2009)
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Relationships among factors- If we consider “Kingsmill” as a example, the following system

diagram show that there is a inverse relationship of the price of a bread and the level of customer

satisfaction. Here the “o” indicates that there is a inverse relationship among the two factors

shown in the diagram. . (Richard B. Chase, 1999)

Price of bread O Level of customer satisfaction

At the same time it can illustrate the relationship between the Quality of bread and the

level of customer satisfaction. Here “S” shows the positive relationship among those two factors

Quality of breadS         Level of customer satisfaction

 Feedback loops- This concept in system diagrams indicate the impact of one factor on

other factor. (Davis, Mark M., Nicholas,1999)

As an example, if “Kingsmill” increase the quality of bread, it will increase the level of customer

satisfaction of its customers and then it will increase their demand too. Although he demand has

increased “Kingsmill” unable to fulfill that deman by utilizing their limited resources in the

short-run. (Kingsmill publications, 2009) Therefore the qualities of the breads it produce become

low. This kind of loop is called as “balancing Loops” in system diagrams.
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Quality of bread O S Customer stisfaction

S

Demand for bread

 External Factors- For any kind of organization, there are some external factors which

affects its performance. These external influences can be illustrated by using system

diagram. Here, the demand for bread by the customers may be influenced by several

factors in the environment too. ( Sunil Chopra,  Sudhakar D,2006)

Quality of bread OS    Customer stisfaction-9

S

Demand for bread
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Environmental Factors

As motioned above, there are can be many implications of system diagrams in the world of

business.

LO2; Understand the link between operations management and strategic
planning

LO2.1 Explain the “Three Es” (economy, efficiency and effectiveness)

Efficiency & Effectiveness

Efficiency can be defined as the ratio of the inputs & the outputs or otherwise the no of inputs

which are needed to get the outputs form them. (S. Anil Kumar and N. Suresh, 2009) It’s also the

way of completing a certain work. This can be identified as a one of the manager’s job which is

to involve with improving the efficiency of the organization. As an instance, it can be completed

similar work while using minimum no of resources if there is efficiency with it. thus if its

required to improve the efficiency of the Mc Donald’s it should have to use minimum resources

in order to get a maximum output from them. In order to improve this efficiency it should have

to well define the works which are following the process and well study the required resources

for each & every part of that process. And also it should have to measure that the taken resources

for a specific task or a work is more or less for it. If it is possible to measure the efficiency of one

team against the other team, it will be useful to adapt to the most efficient way as the best way

while assuming the effectiveness also maintained there as well. (Sunil Chopra, Sudhakar, 2006)

Economy

This is the 3rd element of this model, which is covering the aspects of financial work being done

there. This is also identified as just one factor of improving the efficiency as the finance is more

significant in current firms. This is measured by evaluating the consumed resources cost as well

as the delivered output value. (Jay P. Pederson, 2004)
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The Best Mix of the Effectiveness, Efficiency & Economy

It is difficult to seek the best mixture of effectiveness; efficiency & economy because of there are

various ways to get the value. An instance:

 This may be focus on getting a specific effectiveness or output at a least cost

 This may be focus on maintaining a specific economy while producing its best output via

that cost.

This may change depending upon the organizational focus & its external factors as well. A better

manager should have to understand the 3Es Effectiveness, Efficiency & Economy which may

lead to improve the organizational performance. (Van Mieghem, Eitan Zemel, 2006)

LO2.2 Cost minimization and quality maximization

The McDonald’s Corporation has set its overall goal as “making its customers happy.” while

focusing on its competitive bases on the speed, its cost as well as nutrition too. It has recently

created a dramatic strategy of changing its stores into internal processes while introducing its

System of “Made for You” with a Revitalization Plan which may encompass whole business

areas in order to make the customer happy. (Thomas Derdak, 2004)

Quality management is the major fact at McDonalds which leads the company to be one of the

successful food restaurants in globe. They use computerized IT systems with strict quality

standards of them in order to maintain its quality. In order to enforce those standards, the

company is undertaking each and every restaurant’s exhaustive inspections in twice per year. Not

only that but also their training processes are mainly ensuring that its employees have an

adequate knowledge with their standards which may lead to make the customer satisfaction. (Jay

P. Pederson, 2004)
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Other reason is the supplying the required raw materials efficiently with on time by its suppliers

as well. The company is reassuring its product’s freshness by selecting its suppliers who lives

near those restaurants while minimizing its transport time too. The company also has published

some specific guidelines which ensure whether they receive high quality materials. Also they

participate to efficient network for its supply chain. It also carried long-term supplier

relationships aiming the consistent products. The company also has taken active steps to prevent

from bad products while reducing its overall costs. (McDonald's History, 2011)

LO2.3 Significance of five performance objectives

As the Mc Donald’s cooperation has established its objectives clearly it leads to make it as the

most successful fast food restaurant in the globe. They are as bellow; (McDonald's publications,

2010)

 They place their customer experience at the core of all they do.

As this objective they are able to easily win their customer heart than the competitors

such as KFC & Burger King do.

 They are committed to their people.

Because of this stated objective, the company is able to easily get the advantages of

employee commitment and self motivated within the works there.

 They operate their business ethically.

As the company is operating an ethical manner while contributing so many social works,

they are capable of earning a better reputation in the globe.

 They give back to their communities.

As the company is actively contributed with social donations with lots of social services

and environmentally friendly network within the society, they are able to enhance its

reputation as well as more customer loyalty with the organization.
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L.O3.1- Maximizing profitsvia the Linear Programming

As this retail business has an issueof its limited resources,the business may have to face to the

resources limitation in its operation process. Within this circumstance it’s more valuable to

practicethelinear programming. As per the Linear programming developer it can be identified as

a ‘Mathematical method of computer modeling which aims to seek the best available solution for

the allocation of resources in order to accomplish its higher profit with a lower cost’. (Rainbird

Mark,2004) but, this is applicable only when thewhole relationships are becoming linear as well

asmay accommodate just a cost functions’limited class.the most popular example for this is the

getting the material limitation as well as labor limitation and after that designing the maximum

outcomes.And also this has been well practicedby mainly this kind of manufacturing companies,

such as Galaxo& Smith as well as Apple etc. according to the limited resources environment of

the firmthis ismore value added method to the organizations.However, at the initial point it is

required torecognize its limited resources for commencing a corner shop & thiscould be the

human capital as well as £ 5,000 of operational income.After that it is required torecognizeits

production line which is maximizing the profitsand then it should allocatesome of the constraint

resources for this kind of higher profit lines in order to overall profit maximizationwithin the

firm. (Van, Zemel, 2006)

 They grow their business profitably.

As the profit maximization is the main goal of any business, this cooperation also has

grown its profitability while supplying best quality products to its customers as well.

 They strive continually to improve.

As the continuous innovations and their creativity the company is able to easily adapt to

the dynamic and complex business world with dynamic consumer behavior patterns and

preferences as well.(Thomas Derdak,2004)

L.O3.0-Organize a typical production process
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L.O3.2- critical path method’s assistant of ordering goods

This is mainly aiming to the complex tasks breaks downingas component tasksin order to

optimizing the business performance. According to this method it’sable to see theactivities

basically which are critical andwhether they delayed then theoverall project may be delayed or

not; while others arelabeling as non-critical which may be delayed there is no delay in the

overall project as well. (Nicholas, 1999)

Table 1 : Action items to implement system

I T E M A C T I V I T Y P R E C E D E N C E D U R A T I O N

A Get the decision - 30

B Making planes A 3

C Select vendors A,B 1

D Signing agreement C 1

E Make Purchasing orders B,D 4

F Inspect the goods quality B,D,E 1

G Initial payment D 4

H Transport goods from suppliers B,E 2

I Store goods B 1
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J Pay the rest of payments D,G 1

Table 2 : Project Path

There are some critical paths can be identified, after analyzing the above mentioned project

implementation system and they are as follows;

1. A+C+E+B+I 30+1+4+3+1=39

2. A+C+E+J+F+I 30+1+4+1+1+1=38

3. A+D+F+I 30+1+1+1=33
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4. A+H+G+I 30+2+4+1=37

There are two major paths available which are depending on the starting point. Thus the 39 days

critical path can be recognized as the best path through the all mentioned and calculated paths

above. Because of that ultimately it can be concluded that 39 days may take to complete the

project successfully.

According to the context, the critical path which has been designed aboveas per thetasks are

involving in the operations of the retail business as well. Like this path the retailer is able to well

manage his time while ordering productsas well as store them in stores successfully.

L.O3.3- Planning&controlling the retail business

Business plan can bedefined as a living paper of adjusting as well as modifying asthe available

knowledge with the experience gain. This can draft when managingthe organizational financial

aspect in order to recognizeits profit &loss generation withits position of the liquidity

management. (Rainbird Mark, 2004) This may be useful when the business growth is estimating

& evaluating withtheir projections as well. It also may help to recognize the best effective as

well as profitablesection of the business in the retail business there.In order to manage the

inventories, the preparations of the required material planning as well as the quality

controllingwith measuring the business performance thebusiness plan should have to be well

planned.The need of the Controlling is the keeping this plan as an active one.Because this is a

small business,it’s easy to analyze carefully the achievementsof the expectationswith the

realachievements in there. As an instance, the profit expectationswith its Variance analysis in

one month later may be more controllingits financial business aspect as well. And also it’s

required a proper inventory planning& controllingto this kind of small businesses.Thus the retail

itemsmay be influencedmuch crucially in this kind of businesses. (Nicholas, 1999)

L.O4.0 operational planning techniques

L.O4.1- the Operational outcome assuring a better quality custom service
Argos can be recognized as a multi channel retailer of the United Kingdomwhich has linked with

the operational outcome andbetter quality service of the customer. The delivering products’
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quality with the service is very much important to a retail business than the other businessesas

well. These require a better merchandising understanding, transportation, logistic & the process

delivering to assurea better customer service as Argos many items in their shops are clothing,

laundry& Kitchen, furniture, personal& health .because of thatitsrequired to assure the supplier’s

quality of the items. It is required to get the guarantee from its suppliers when ordering such

itemsinstead of that it is possible toget the suppliers’ items which have already quality certified.

As an instance for the Kitchen electrical verifications, it should assure the logistic as well as the

transportation servicewhich meet to its items harmlessuntil the Argos stores. And also it needs to

supply a speed service with the customer caring when such items are delivering to their

customers as well. This may further guarantee by their after sale services. Because of that it is

required the internal & external environmental verifications in its operational functions in order

to assurea better service for their customers as well.(Sunil Chopra,  Sudhakar D,2006)

L.O4.2- Produce Network plan and critical path for Argos
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Network diagram based on the above activities is as follows

Activity Action taken Preceding

Activity

Duration

(Days)

1 A Get the decision - 30

2 B Making planes A 3

3 C Select vendors A,B 1

4 D Signing agreement C 1

5 E Make Purchasing orders B, D 4

6 F Inspect the goods quality B,D,E 1

7 G Initial payment D 4

8 H Transport goods from suppliers B,E 2

9 I Store goods B 1

10 J Pay the rest of payments DE 1

11 K Display items in retail stores A 5

12 L Publish on Internet A 7

13 M Delivering orders K, L 4

14 N Evaluation of system operation B 21

01 02

04

06 07 1009

05

03

D

08

D

13

14

A 30

B 3

C 1

E 4

D 1

F 1

G 4

H 2

I 1 J 1

K 5

L 7

M 4

N 21
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For the purpose of delivering the orders of them it is required toassure that there are available

materialsfor that in stores there. As they deliver different products ranges, it may need to store

each and every item which is essential on their own. Because of that it needs the demand

forecasting as well. (Van Mieghem, Eitan Zemel, 2006)The next step it the quotations callingvia

thevarious suppliers while evaluatingthem successfully. This Evaluation could be done through

looking after the prices as well as the delivering terms of the supplier’s, and then it is required to

select the bestsuppliers totransportthe ordered items. Finally this selling process

maycommencethrough the items displaying in the retail shops as well as the internet via its own

website.Agro can easily estimate the cycle of its works to estimate its longest cycle while

adjusting it as the available time via this analysis of the critical path as well.(Rainbird Mark,

2004)

L.O4.3-Argos’ Quality standards

These quality standards have already set by the legislations of the health and safety with the

enforcement of the Trading Standards officer.It is required to assure the service quality withthe

delivering quality of the products to their customers, to this kind of wellreputed & well

established retail business in home. When it comes to consider about the quality concerns it is

required to assure the internal quality aswell as external quality here. (Eitan Zemel ,2006)This

Internal quality is basically connected with the employees and the other internal processes of the

business. Mainly the on time deliveryis concerned by the customers with their placements of the

orders.Not only that but also  the quality circle methodmay bevery much useful to increase the

quality of the services continuously.This gives the opportunity to its employees with sharing

their experiences as well. When it comes to consider about the overall quality control TQM

Technique may be very useful. (Barry Render, 2010)By getting the suppliers’ guaranteed

certified items, external quality could be maintained.And also purchasing the British standard &

ISO products may assure therequired quality level aspects as well. (Argo publications, 2010)
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